Abstract-We propose a modification to Perlin noise which use computable hash functions instead of textures as lookup tables. We implemented the FNV1, Jenkins and Murmur hashes on Shader Model 4.0 Graphics Processing Units for noise generation. Modified versions of the FNV1 and Jenkins hashes provide very close performance compared to a texture based Perlin noise implementation. Our noise modification enables noise function evaluation without any texture fetches, trading computational power for memory bandwidth.
I. INTRODUCTION
Noise is a primitive function used in computer graphics to create real-looking procedural content and textures. It was introduced by Perlin [1] and it is the standard implementation for noise. The noise function returns a pseudorandom deterministic scalar output based on its n-dimensional input.
A noise function has some desirable features [2] , such as: 1) Continuous in its domain.
2) A defined output domain, usually [-1, 1].
3) An average of zero. 4) Statistically invariant to transformations on its domain. 5) Band limited in frequency. The original Perlin Noise algorithm was suited to a CPU implementation, and uses two lookup tables. A permutation table is used as a hashing function and a gradient table. Accessing them in Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) or massive parallel architectures can be a bottleneck, as the noise function can be used several times per processed fragment.
Removing the dependency on lookup tables is a difficult matter, as they provide the necessary entropy to generate a pseudorandom output. A pure computable noise function would be valuable for a hardware and/or a GPU implementation.
This paper proposes modifications to Perlin Noise which makes it purely computable, replacing both lookup tables with functions computed at runtime. This enables a fast GPU implementation, using the OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL).
II. PREVIOUS WORK
On [3] , Perlin introduced modifications to its classic Perlin Noise, using higher order interpolants remove discontinuities in the second derivate, which produced artifacts, and a new gradient distribution which hides some lattice-aligned artifacts.
There are several GPU implementations of Perlin Noise, such as baking a 1D/2D/3D noise texture and sampling to get noise values [4] , or implementing the complete algorithm, using textures to store the lookup tables [5] .
Olano [4] proposed a modification to Perlin Noise using a LCG-based hash function, and an alternate gradient distribution, which produced noise with a period of 61 units. His proposal was aimed to a GPU Shader Assembly implementation.
III. GENERALIZED PERLIN NOISE
Perlin noise uses a function N n → R n to assign every point in a integer lattice space a gradient vector of the same dimension. Perlin calculates this gradient using a precalculated gradient table (N → R n ), indexed with the aid of a precalculated permutation There is no dependency between this gradient generation methodology and the Perlin noise algorithm [1] . Any other random generation method should be enough.
IV. MODERN GRAPHICS PROCESSING UNITS
GPUs have evolved from a fixed function programming model to a programmable model, in which the developer can execute code in defined stages of the graphics pipeline to achieve different effects.
GPU features are defined by shader model versions, defined between Microsoft and Hardware Vendors. The most recent version as this writing is Shader Model 4.0, which supports several features [6] useful for this paper: 1) Full support for signed and unsigned integers, and bit operations on them. 2) Unfiltered texture fetches.
3) Texture fetches with pixel coordinates. 4) Unlimited number of executed instructions. Integer and bit operation support is required to implement any common hashing function. This functionality is accessed through the OpenGL Shading Language.
The GL EXT gpu shader4 [7] OpenGL extension exposes this funcionality for Shader Model 4.0 hardware. This extension has been integrated into the core OpenGL specification in version 3.0 [8] .
V. PROPOSED CHANGES TO PERLIN NOISE
We propose changing Perlin's gradient generation with a real hashing function, evaluated at runtime without lookup tables.
Using a hash function N → N, it is evaluated on each component of the noise function input, but linked to the previous component evaluation in a similar way Perlin linked to its permutation evaluation. Then a n-dimensional integer vector is constructed, and used to evaluate a trigonometric function, converting the integer vector into a floatin point vector, finally yielding the n-dimensional gradient. • Small code footprint.
• Small execution time.
• Not a cryptographycally secure hash (due to execution time constraints).
A. The FNV1 hash
FNV is a hash function created by Fowler, Noll, and Vo [9] . The hash is defined for power of two output bitsizes, starting from 32 bits to 1024 bits. It uses two magic numbers, the FNV offset basis and the FNV prime, both dependant on the output size. The pseudocode for the hash follows:
for each byte i in input { ret = ret * fnvPrime; ret = retˆi; } return ret; }
B. The Murmur Hash
Murmur is a hash function created by Appleby [10] , which claims to have a excellent distribution, excellent avalanche and excellent collision resistance. It processes 32-bit blocks and has output size of 32 bits. The pseudocode for the hash follows: Jenkins hash is a family of hash function by Jenkins [11] , but we refer specifically to the "one-at-a-time" version. It processes the input in 8-bit blocks, and doesn't use any magic numbers. The pseudocode for the hash follows:
for each byte i in input { ret += i; ret += (ret << 10); retˆ= (ret >> 6); } ret += (ret << 3); retˆ= (ret >> 11); ret += (ret << 15); return ret; } VI. HASH IMPLEMENTATIONS ON THE GPU Each hash can be implemented in a shader for direct evaluation. The only problem is generated by hashes which operate in blocks smaller than 32-bits, because the extension specification only allows 32-bit integers.
To overcome this limitation we split the input into 8-bit blocks stored in 32-bit integers, using bit operations, and process those blocks as they were 8-bit integers. This wastes some computational power in the process of splitting and processing bigger integers than it is necessary.
Each hash implementation using GLSL can be seen in Figures 1, 2 and 3 . All hashes are evaluated for a 32-bit input.
VII. PARTIAL HASHING Initial performance measures using the three chosen hashes showed that the implementation is significantly slower than texture based Perlin Noise. To improve performance, we modified the FNV1 and Jenkins hashes to operate directly in 32-bit integers, instead on 8-bit integers. For the Jenkins hash, we found that sufficient randomness is generated using only one iteration of the inner loop, but for the FNV1 hash, two iterations are required to get smooth noise. We call this modified hashes "Partial" versions. Implementations are shown in Figures 4 and 5. VIII. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES Our proposed noise functions generate pseudorandom numbers in [−1, 1], with an average of 0.0. Perlin noise has a approximate uniform distribution [1] , but changing the gradient generation might produce a different distribution. We found through simulation that all proposed functions have gaussian-like distributions. Partial hashes produce the same gaussian distribution in the noise output.
Classic Perlin noise has a period of 256 units, which is limited by the size of the lookup tables. Our proposed noise functions don't have a period set by the algorithm, but we choose to limit the period to 2 20 to avoid artifacts because of integer to floating point convertion. The proposed modifications were implemented in OpenGL 3.0, using the OpenGL Shading Language v1.30. To measure performance, we rendered a texture mapped quad, using a texture coordinate as input to the noise function; the scalar result was propagated to the rgb components to achieve a grayscale output.
X. PERFORMANCE
Performance measures were made using a Dell XPS m1330 laptop, with a GeForce 8400M GS GPU with 180.37.05 drivers on ArchLinux i686. To get instruction counts, we used NVIDIA's Cg Compiler, which can compile GLSL code to NVfp4 Assembly.
To get comparable results, an already implemented Perlin Noise function was used. This function is implemented using textures to store the permutation and gradient tables. Two versions of this function were used, one implemented using floating point mathematic (Perlin/Float), and other using integer arithmetic (Perlin/Integer).
Performance was measured using the render time in milliseconds as metric, at different resolutions for 2D and 3D Noise. Example renders are shown in Figure 6 . The first column is a render of the noise function, the second column is a render of the turbulence funciton using the same noise function, and the third column is a render of a proocedural cloud texture using the same noise function. Performance measures are shown in Figure 7 .
Our performance data showed that the proposed implementations are slower than regular texture-based Perlin Noise, only Perlin/PartialFNV1 and Perlin/PartialJenkins are close enough to Perlin/Float to be considered an alternative implementation.
The tradeoff between speed and period is alleviated in Perlin/PartialFNV1 and Perlin/PartialJenkins. Both can be considered alternatives because of their "cheap" cost and considerable large period.
Noise generated by our proposed functions is of comparable quality when compared to Perlin/Float and Perlin/Integer.
On great advantage of our implementation is that Modern and newer GPUs can execute more ALU instructions per texture fetches than older processors [12] , and therefore a developer needs to use more computational power to hide the latency of texture fetching. Our noise functions moves workload from texture bandwith to ALU units, and can help balance the workload between different GPU components.
XII. FUTURE WORK
In the future, we would like to implement other noise functions on GPUs, such as Worley's cellular noise. But more important, is to demonstrate the advantage of hashing functions over precomputed tables in memory bandwith limited applications.
XIII. CONCLUSION
We researched alternate implementations of noise for modern graphics processing units, using hash functions to replace lookup tables with runtime computable data.
We expect that with faster noise implementations its usage in realtime applications such as commercial games, int hash(int key) { int hash = 0;
hash += key; hash += (hash << 10); hashˆ= (hash >> 6);
hash += (hash << 3); hashˆ= (hash >> 11); hash += (hash << 15); return hash; } Figure 5 : GLSL implementation of the Partial Jenkins hash will grow. We recommend using Perlin/PartialFNV1 and/or Perlin/PartialJenkins as they have a large period (2 20 units) and its performance is acceptable.
There is still room for improvement. A function can never be fast enough for real time applications. Perlin's Simplex noise could be modified in the same way, but it would only require O(n) contributions from neighbours, as opposed by 2 n contributions needed for Perlin noise. A mix of Simplex noise and hash functions could lead to a silicon hardware implementation. The OpenGL Shading Language specification requires a noise function, but there's no major hardware implementation. The availability of fast noise would push its adoption in the industry.
